1. Introduction {#SEC1}
===============

Advances in genome sequencing technology have resulted in a large amount of raw data in the form of whole genome sequences of organisms. This sequence data needs to be annotated, viz. identification of coding regions, non-coding regions and regulatory elements. Computational tools are the only viable option for fast and fairly reliable annotation of many genome sequences. Promoter prediction is an important step in the genome annotation process; not only for the validation of the predicted genes but also for the identification of novel genes, especially those associated with non-coding RNA, which are often missed by gene prediction programs. Identification of transcription factor-binding sites (TFBSs) and promoters is essential for understanding transcription and regulation of the genes. Regulatory regions that affect the transcription initiation process are beyond the target DNA sequence motifs.[@dsw045-B1] There are studies in which DNA structural features are integrated with motif search algorithms to identify TFBSs[@dsw045-B5]^,^[@dsw045-B6]. DNA shape determined by four distinct features---Minor groove width, Propeller twist, Roll and Helix twist has been found to be an important determinant in the identification of TFBSs and transcription start sites (TSSs).[@dsw045-B7] Physico-chemical properties of DNA double helix such as hydrogen bonding, stacking energy etc. show DNA sequence functional density signatures.[@dsw045-B10] Promoter regions have been found to be associated with some unique structural features (like low stability, lesser bendability and more curvature etc.) across organisms.[@dsw045-B13] Promoter annotation based on the relative stability of DNA duplex has been found to be more reliable and accurate for a wide range of prokaryotes, compared with sequence based approaches.[@dsw045-B17]^,^[@dsw045-B18] PromBase is a comprehensive database which provides promoter predictions, based on relative stability, for whole genome sequences of bacteria and archaea with respect to their Translation Start Sites.[@dsw045-B19] Profiles of some other structural properties, such as bendability and curvature are also displayed in addition to stability. A previous study has shown that different categories of promoters (primary, secondary and internal promoters) display a gradation in their sequence dependent structural properties and which is mostly conserved for orthologous genes in ten strains of the bacterium *Helicobacter pylori.*[@dsw045-B20] Non-B DNA structural motifs are preferentially located in the regulatory regions of operons in *E. coli*.[@dsw045-B21]The recent study in *Mycoplasma pneumonia* shows that free energy of promoter region is an important determinant in the identification of true promoter from abortive and non promoters, apart from sequence elements such as −10, extended −10 and −35 box.[@dsw045-B22]

Whole genome transcriptome studies reveal the pervasive nature of transcription and suggest that transcription is not restricted to regions upstream of the annotated coding sequences (CDSs) but can initiate from almost any genomic location.[@dsw045-B23] The wide variety of transcripts like mRNA, internal, antisense and non-coding RNA have been found to exist in the prokaryotic genome. Large fractions of these non-coding RNAs are found to be functional and are involved in various regulatory activities in the cell.[@dsw045-B24] Antisense transcripts play an important role in gene regulatory networks and constitute a secondary layer of regulatory switch, which has great potential in genetic engineering.[@dsw045-B25]^,^[@dsw045-B26] Hence, annotation of non-coding transcripts is crucial for a complete understanding of functional genomics and gene regulatory circuits.[@dsw045-B26]^,^[@dsw045-B27] To address these issues, we have studied structural properties of the promoter regions in different categories of transcripts characterized in the transcriptome of six different model organisms, viz. *H. pylori*, *Anabaena*, *Synechocystis*, *E. coli*, *Salmonella* and *Klebsiella*. The genomic GC content for these organisms varies from 39% for *H*. *pylori* to 57% for *Klebsiella* ([Table 1](#dsw045-T1){ref-type="table"}). We used the differences in these properties between promoter regions and the flanking sequences to predict promoters associated with the different categories of transcripts such as primary, internal, antisense and non-coding RNA. Ability to predict the strength of a promoter is the next challenge in promoter annotation process. Sequence motif based approaches have been reported for *E. coli*, which predict the strength of the promoter moderately well in an organism specific manner.[@dsw045-B28] DNA thermodynamics and supercoiling dynamics have been found to be associated with gene expression during different bacterial growth cycle.[@dsw045-B31]^,^[@dsw045-B32] Following this up, we have analysed the relationship between DNA structural features and the strength of the promoter, in terms of gene expression in six different model organisms. Table 1.Genomic features and number of TSSs of various categories in six different model organisms used in this studyOrganismsGenome size (in Mb)Genome GC (in %)Protein genesRNA genesgTSSiTSSaTSSnTSS***H. pylori^33^***1.738.91,469437144261,018NA***Anabaena^34^***6.441.45,365662,5171,8782,1961,266***Synechocystis^35^***3.647.73,179501,6391251,356170***E. coli^36^***4.650.84,1451751,3331,184NANA***Salmonella^37^***4.952.24,446109981238171NA***Klebsiella^36^***5.357.54,7761111,329837NANA[^2]

2. Material and methods
=======================

2.1.. Promoter sequence dataset preparation
-------------------------------------------

TSS information of *H.* *pylori* strain 26695[@dsw045-B33] (*H.* *pylori*), *Anabaena* sp. PCC7120[@dsw045-B34] (*Anabaena*), *Synechocystis* sp. PCC 6803[@dsw045-B35] (*Synechocystis*), *E.* *coli* K-12 MG1655[@dsw045-B36] (*E. coli*), *Salmonella enterica* serovar Typhimurium[@dsw045-B37] (*Salmonella*) and *Klebsiella pneumoniae*[@dsw045-B36] (*Klebsiella*) was obtained from the relevant published data. For each gene (protein/RNA), TSS with highest number of reads was selected for creating a unique dataset of primary/gTSS (transcribing mRNA), iTSS (TSSs present inside the gene), aTSS (corresponding to antisense transcripts, encompassed within the gene), whereas all available nTSS (non-coding transcripts) were taken ([Table 1](#dsw045-T1){ref-type="table"}). Only those categories of TSSs, that had more than 100 TSSs, were selected for the study. Whole genome sequence and translation start site (TLS) information were downloaded from ftp site ([ftp://ftp.ncbi.nih.gov/genomes/Bacteria/](http://ftp://ftp.ncbi.nih.gov/genomes/Bacteria/)) of NCBI. Genome sequences of 1001 nucleotides length (spanning 500 nucleotides upstream and downstream of the TSS positioned at 0) were extracted from the whole genome sequence using TSS information as provided in published data.

Non-promoter sequence or negative dataset was created, by taking the CDS of the genes associated with gTSS (primary TSS).

2.2.. Estimation of structural properties of promoter sequences
---------------------------------------------------------------

We have studied three sequence dependent structural properties stability, bendability and curvature. Stability of a piece of double stranded DNA sequence molecule can be calculated in terms of the free energy of its constituent dinucleotides. The free energy values of the 10 unique dinucleotides were taken from data based on melting studies of oligo and polynucleotides.[@dsw045-B38] Stability profile of 1001 nucleotides long promoter sequence was calculated by dividing each sequence in sliding windows of 15 base pairs each (or 14 dinucleotide steps) using the free energy values for the constituent dinucleotides. Average free energy (AFE) (in kcal/mol) was calculated at each nucleotide position after aligning all TSS at 0 position.[@dsw045-B39]

Bendability of promoter sequences was calculated by using two different trinucleotide models, DNase I sensitivity[@dsw045-B40] (DNase I) and nucleosomal positioning preference (NPP).[@dsw045-B41] Bendability profile was calculated using a 30 nucleotides window size.

Curvature of promoter sequence was estimated by the calculated value of d/lmax (the ratio of minimum end to end distance 'd' to the length of a DNA fragment 'lmax')[@dsw045-B42] for the models generated using a set of dinucleotide values obtained from gel retardation mobility assay of multiple polymeric DNA sequences (BMHT).[@dsw045-B43] The DNA models were generated using 75 nucleotides window size and d/lmax vale was calculated by using in-house program NUCGEN.[@dsw045-B44] Values of d/lmax ranges from 0 (completely closed circle indicating high curvature) to 1 (perfectly linear DNA).

2.3.. Promoter prediction methodology
-------------------------------------

Promoter sequences of 1001 nucleotide length from six different bacteria were categorized on the basis of their GC composition (at 5% GC intervals). Sequence information was translated to numerical information in terms of structural properties mentioned above. The training set of promoter sequences were selected from the primary TSS promoters, associated with gTSS. A 5-fold analysis was performed, by selecting 80% as training dataset and it was applied on full dataset. Two independent cycles of cutoff derivation and promoter predictions were performed using 75 and 100 nucleotide long windows, respectively, for all given structural features.

### 2.3.1. Cutoff derivations

The more prominent low stability peak was observed in the vicinity of TSS across all bacterium species. Hence, the region −55 to + 20 (with respect to TSS) was selected to derive one of the cutoff values (STB1) for the first cycle while −80 to + 20 region was taken for the second cycle. Promoters were predicted by comparing structural properties of neighboring regions; hence a 75 nucleotides window from +200 to + 275 with respect to TSSs and 100 nucleotides window from +200 to + 300 with respect to TSSs were chosen to derive second cutoff value (STB2) for stability for cycle one and cycle two respectively. Less bendability and high curvature span were observed in the upstream regions of TSSs across all the organisms. Hence −100 to −25 and −125 to −25 nucleotides with respect to TSSs were considered for derivation of first cutoff values for bendability (both models BDC1 and BNC1) and curvature (CBC1), for the first and second cycle of predictions respectively. Similarly, the second set of cutoff values for bendability (BDC2 and BNC2) and curvature (CBC2) were derived from +200 to + 275 and +200 to + 300 nucleotides with respect to TSSs for the first and second cycle of predictions, respectively.

### 2.3.2. Promoter prediction

The cutoff values derived at 5%GC interval for all DNA sequence dependent structural properties were applied within −200 to + 100 nucleotide region (R1) and +200 to + 500 nucleotide region (R2) with respect to TSS in the full dataset. A given sequence was identified as a promoter sequence if a particular sequence dependent structural property was found to be present and satisfies the following set of conditions. R1 ≥ STB1 & R2 ≤ STB2 for stabilityR1≤ BDC1 & R2 ≥ BDC2 for bendability (DNase I)R1 ≥ BNC1 & R2 ≤ BNC2 for bendability (NPP)R1 ≤ CBC1 & R2 ≥ CBC2 for curvature

Sequences satisfying the above conditions were assigned as true positive (TP) for the representative feature, else they were classified as false negative (FN). In the negative dataset, +200 to + 500 nucleotide region was scanned for conditions mentioned earlier. If a sequence from negative dataset was found to satisfy above criteria then it was designated as false positive (FP) for the respective property, else it was tagged as true negative (TN).
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TP and TN rates were defined by calculating sensitivity (also known as recall) and specificity respectively, to measure the performance of binary classification test. Fidelity of the search was determined by calculating precision. Evaluation of classifier was done, by calculating balanced--accuracy and *F*-score, which are arithmetic and harmonic means of sensitivity and precision respectively.

2.4.. Gene expression estimation
--------------------------------

Microarray expression profiling data (RNA sample from wild type) *H. pylori* (GSM931753), *Synechocystis* (GSM1316725), *E. coli* (GSM1374996), *Salmonella* (GSM1102757) and *Klebsiella* (GSM877524) was downloaded from GEO (Gene Expression Omnibus), NCBI.[@dsw045-B45]. Differential expression was calculated by using DESeq (R/Bioconductor package)[@dsw045-B46] to measure the change in the expression fold in the absence of Nitrogen from transcriptome data.[@dsw045-B34] Primary TSSs (gTSS) were sorted in descending order (in the terms of their expression level) and top 10 percentile were considered as high expression genes expected to be associated with strong promoters. The bottom 10 percentile was taken as a dataset for low expression genes with weak promoters. Structural features were calculated for the sequences extracted using TSS location and strand information from the whole genome sequence.

2.5.. Statistical methods
-------------------------

Statistical significance of structural properties enrichment in the promoter regions of highly expressed genes as compared with lowly expressed genes were analyzed using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (KS test). One-sided two-sample KS test was performed to test the significance of the difference in feature value between the two classes (here null hypothesis was that the both datasets have similar CDF distribution). Null hypothesis was rejected at the significance level of 1%. MATLAB was used for statistical analysis.

3. Results and discussion
=========================

3.1 Promoter regions corresponding to prokaryotic transcriptomes show distinct structural properties
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We have characterized DNA duplex stability (AFE), bendability using two different models DNase I sensitivity (DNase I) and NPP and intrinsic curvature in the promoter region of different categories of TSSs in six different model organisms. DNase I sensitivity model gives the bending propensity of each trinucleotide in terms of bending towards major groove while NPP model gives the rotational preference of each trinucleotide towards histone core. The DNA structural profiles show that promoter (primary) regions are in general less stable, less bendable and more curved as compared to neighboring regions ([Fig. 1](#dsw045-F1){ref-type="fig"}). DNA duplex stability, expressed in the terms of AFE (kcal/mol) profile, shows a low stability peak in the vicinity of the TSS across organisms with varying genomic GC content. With increase in genomic GC% from *H. pylori* with 39% to *Klebsiella* with 57% the baseline shifts to higher stability (lower AFE) values, while the low stability peak splits. The secondary low stability peak is likely to be associated with −35 element. Bendability profiles as calculated using two different trinucleotide models (DNase I and NPP), show similar low bendability peaks in the region upstream of the TSS. Curvature profile shows that the promoter region is more intrinsically curved as compared with flanking regions. Figure 1DNA sequence dependent structural properties: AFE, DNase I sensitivity, NPP and curvature profiles for 1001 nucleotides long primary (gTSS) promoter sequences (extending from −500 to + 500 nucleotides with respect to TSS at 0). The black colour plots correspond to profiles of structural feature for shuffled sequences (upstream −500 to − 100, promoter region −80 to + 20 and downstream +100 to + 500 nucleotide position with respect to TSS at 0). The number of promoter sequences and whole genome GC% is mentioned along with the organism name, on the left of each row.

The shuffled promoter sequences obtained by the randomization of native promoter sequences do not show these properties, even when they were estimated separately for three different regions: upstream (−500 to −100 nucleotide), promoter region (−80 to +20 nucleotide) and downstream region (+100 to +500) nucleotide with respect to TSS at 0 position in order to retain the GC composition of these regions. Interestingly genomic sequences in the promoter, as well as the non-promoter region, are overall less bendable and more curved than the shuffled sequences. On the other hand, while genomic promoter sequences are less stable than their shuffled counterparts, the flanking genomic sequences are more stable. The loss of special structural features in shuffled sequences suggests that these features arise due to specific base sequence patterns.

Similar structural profiles were observed for internal promoters, antisense promoters and non-coding RNA gene promoters ([Fig. 2](#dsw045-F2){ref-type="fig"}). Stability profiles show sharp low stability peaks in the case of internal, antisense and non-coding RNA promoters as compared with primary promoters across all organisms. Bendability and curvature profiles also show distinct features in their promoter regions, but they are less prominent for these categories of promoters as compared with primary promoters. Base composition analysis shows that primary category of promoters (−100 to 0 nucleotide with respect to TSS at 0) show preference for several AT rich tetramers as compared with background region (−500 to +500 nucleotide with respect to TSS at 0) ([Supplementary Fig. S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Internal and antisense categories of promoters show less preference for AT rich tetramers and TATA sequence motifs as compared with primary and non-coding RNA promoters. Core promoter region (−35 and −10 element) shows poor sequence conservation even for promoters associated with primary category of TSSs ([Supplementary Fig. S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and becomes poorer for internal and antisense categories of promoters as compared with the primary category across the six different model organisms with varying genomic GC content. Interestingly no sequence motif signature was observed in their -35 region, while a secondary low stability peak was observed in the same region for primary category of TSSs across the organisms. The weak preference for AT rich tetramers and poor sequence motif conservation in core promoter elements (−35 and −10 elements) makes it difficult to predict these promoters by sequence motif based approaches. Figure 2DNA sequence dependent structural properties: AFE, DNase I sensitivity, NPP and curvature profiles for 1001 nucleotides long internal (rows 1-6), antisense (rows 7-10) and Non-coding (rows 11-12) promoter sequences (extending from −500 to + 500 nucleotides with respect to TSS at 0). The black colour plots correspond to profiles of structural feature for shuffled sequences (upstream −500 to − 100, promoter region −80 to + 20 and downstream +100 to + 500 nucleotide position with respect to TSS at 0). The number of promoter sequences and whole genome GC% is mentioned along with the organism name, on the left of each row.

3.2 Predicting promoters associated with different categories of TSSs using structural features
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Promoters were predicted in the full set of 1001 nucleotides long sequences, flanking the annotated TSSs of all categories (primary, internal, antisense and non-coding). Two cycles of predictions were performed using 75 and 100 nucleotides window size (using two different sets of cut-off values derived using 75 and 100 nucleotides fragment length for cycle one and two, respectively). The sensitivity and specificity achieved in each cycle, using the four different properties are shown in [Figure 3](#dsw045-F3){ref-type="fig"} for all six organisms. Higher specificity was achieved at the cost of sensitivity in the second cycle of prediction, which uses larger fragment length of DNA sequence and most importantly, it was found to be valid for all structural features in primary category of promoters. Bendability (DNase I sensitivity model) and curvature were found to be equally sensitive but less specific in nature as compared with stability in all six model organisms. Figure 3Prediction statistics using sequence dependent structural properties (STB, stability; BDC, bendability using DNase I sensitivity; BNC, bendability using NPP model; CBC, curvature). **(A)** The performance of the classifier for primary promoters. Markers in Square and Diamond shape represent the first and second cycle of prediction, respectively. **(B)** Sensitivity values obtained for internal, antisense and Non-coding promoters, top and bottom row correspond to the first and second cycle of prediction respectively. Error bars represent the SD obtained from the 5-fold analysis.

Stability was found to be the most characteristic structural feature in all organisms and achieved higher precision values in the second cycle of prediction compared with cycle one ([Table 2](#dsw045-T2){ref-type="table"}). Similarly, bendability (both models DNase I sensitivity and NPP) and curvature features were found to give high precision values in cycle two as compared with cycle one. Both prediction cycles were found to give an almost similar balanced-accuracy (BA), which is the mean of TP rate (sensitivity) and TN rate (specificity). Overall cycle one was found to be a better predictor, with better *F*-score (harmonic mean of sensitivity and precision) values across all the model organisms for all structural features. Table 2.Assessment of DNA structural features for their ability to differentiate between promoter and non-promoter sequences in six different model organismsOrganismNumber of sequencesFirst cycleSecond cyclePropertyPrec.BAF-scorePrec.BAF-score***H. pylori***706777575807572**STB*Anabaena***2513727170767168***Synechocystis***1639696969746965***E. coli***1331747576807776***Salmonella***981757677797776***Klebsiella***1324808080848180***H. pylori***706545663565863**BDC*Anabaena***2513525462535358***Synechocystis***1639525361535357***E. coli***1331545663555761***Salmonella***981555765565862***Klebsiella***1324565966596165***H. pylori***706545455585651**BNC*Anabaena***2513555764575861***Synechocystis***1639525362535459***E. coli***1331525463525359***Salmonella***981525362525359***Klebsiella***1324515263515159***H. pylori***706535562545559**CBC*Anabaena***2513535460555558***Synechocystis***1639535461535458***E. coli***1331575863585960***Salmonella***981565864596063***Klebsiella***1324586066596064[^3]

We categorized the predicted promoters based on the function performed by the associated gene, according to the Cluster of Orthologous Groups information obtained from NCBI ([Supplementary Table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Promoters associated with genes involved in information storage and processing function (transcription, translation and replication), which are constitutively expressed in the cell are annotated well across the six different organisms. However, sensitivity values for an individual structural feature vary among the organisms, e.g. promoters associated with genes which have a role in replication and repair exhibit sensitivity values (using stability) ranging from a low of 38% for *Synechocystis* to a high of 72% for *Klebsiella*. Promoters of genes involved in cellular processing and cell signaling are relatively less well annotated. Genes involved in metabolism function show variation in the sensitivity values for different gene families. General function genes (which are based on prediction only) also get annotated reliably in all six prokaryotic organisms. Genes which are not characterized or with unknown function are found to be relatively less annotated in all organisms. Hence, prediction results suggest that structural features in the promoter regions are related to the function associated with the gene.

Internal, antisense and non-coding RNA promoters were also predicted using the cut-off values derived from primary promoter sequences. Higher sensitivity values were obtained in the first cycle of prediction as compared with the second cycle. Bendability (both by DNase I sensitivity and NPP model) and curvature were found to be more sensitive for these categories of promoters, as compared with stability. The reduction in the sensitivity values for stability feature for internal and antisense promoters was due to sharp and narrow low stability peak in the AFE profile ([Fig. 2](#dsw045-F2){ref-type="fig"}). The narrower peaks can be attributed to these categories of promoters being present within the coding region while primary promoters are mostly present in the relatively AT rich intergenic region upstream of TSS.

3.3 Promoter annotation using combination of structural features
----------------------------------------------------------------

Although stability was found to be the most distinctive feature, differentiating the promoter from the flanking region for a given genomic sequence, it was able to achieve maximum 81% sensitivity for primary category of promoters in *Klebsiella*, in cycle one prediction ([Fig. 3](#dsw045-F3){ref-type="fig"}). In order to assess the number of promoter sequences that do not get identified by any structural feature, we applied a combinatorial approach. It was found that ≈95% primary category of promoter sequences get identified by at least one structural feature. Similar sensitivity values are obtained from a combinatorial approach using DNase I sensitivity and NPP models for bendability (as seen in [Fig. 4](#dsw045-F4){ref-type="fig"}). Likewise internal and antisense categories of promoters achieve ≈85 and ≈89% sensitivity, respectively. Further analysis of promoter prediction in the different categories of transcripts revealed several interesting facts. For example, ≈50% of the primary category of promoter sequences are characterized by all three structural features, viz. stability, bendability and curvature, while remaining promoter sequences lack either one or two structural features ([Supplementary Fig. S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Interestingly, majority of internal and antisense categories of promoters are characterized by bendability and curvature while promoters associated with non-coding RNA genes are similar to primary category of promoters ([Supplementary Fig. S4](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This suggests that the promoter sequences which occur in the coding region, such as internal and antisense promoters, are distinguishable by different structural features, when compared with the primary and non-coding RNA promoter sequences, which are present in the intergenic region. Figure 4Bar plots showing sensitivity values obtained from cycle I predictions, using one or more structural features for different categories of TSSs. Top row correspond to stability, bendability using DNase I sensitivity and curvature while bottom row corresponds to stability, bendability using NPP and curvature.

3.4 DNA structural features of the promoter region are correlated with the gene expression
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Sequence dependent structural properties of double stranded DNA are associated with the physiology of the promoter. For example DNA duplex has to be less stable to facilitate easier melting in the vicinity of the TSS during transcription initiation. Hence, in order to study the promoter architecture in terms of structural features, we characterized these features in two classes of promoters, viz. those associated with genes exhibiting high and low gene expression. Gene expression data was obtained from GEO, NCBI expression microarray profiling. The structural properties (stability, bendability and curvature) in the promoter regions associated with high gene expression are found to be more pronounced as compared with low gene expression. A violin plot drawn from the values of DNA structural features underscores the difference in the distribution of probability densities between the promoters associated with high and low expression categories of genes ([Fig. 5](#dsw045-F5){ref-type="fig"}). The promoters of highly expressed genes were less stable, less bendable and more curved as compared with promoters of lowly expressed genes. One-sided two sample KS test was performed to check if the difference in feature value between the two classes is significant enough for them to be compared ([Supplementary Table S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Interestingly curvature was found to be the only consistent property demarcating promoters from high and low gene expression classes, across all organisms, while other properties show one or more exceptions in case of *Synechocystis*, *Salmonella* and *Klebsiella*. Figure 5Violin plot of DNA structural property values in the promoter regions (−100 to 0 nucleotide with respect to TSS at 0) associated with high and low gene expression. The x-axis shows the probability density while y-axis represents the DNA structural features value. Plots with shaded background indicate the cases which failed to reject the null hypothesis using two sample KS test at the level of significance of *P* = 0.01.

Trinucleotide preference analysis of the whole promoter region (UP elements and core promoter region) was performed in order to understand the underlying difference in terms of oligonucleotide composition. It showed that overall high expression genes favor rigid and minor groove facing histone preferring trimers, such as AAA/TTT and AAT/ATT while flexible or major groove facing histone preferring trinucleotides like GCC/GGC are less preferred ([Supplementary Fig. S5](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Preference for AAA/TTT reduces gradually as genomic GC% increases.

Promoter prediction using DNA structural features shows that sensitivity for promoters associated with high gene expression is higher as compared with the low gene expression ([Fig. 6](#dsw045-F6){ref-type="fig"}). Interestingly it was found that promoters associated with higher gene expression are better characterized (higher sensitivity) by a combination of all structural features (stability, bendability and curvature) as compared with those associated with low gene expression. Correspondingly, promoters for low gene expression category are less likely to be predicted as compared with the high gene expression category. Moreover, this trend is present across organisms with varying genomic GC content. Figure 6Bar plot of sensitivity values obtained from cycle I predictions using all three structural features (predicted) or none (unpredicted) (stability, bendability using DNase I sensitivity model, bendability using NPP model and curvature). Left and right plots correspond to the DNase I sensitivity and NPP models of bendability.

4. Conclusion
=============

DNA sequence dependent structural properties like duplex stability, protein induced bendability and intrinsic curvature are well studied and physiologically relevant properties for the promoter region. Since there is very weak sequence (tetramer) preference and poor sequence motif conservation in the internal and antisense promoters as compared with primary promoters, it is very difficult to identify them using sequence based approaches. Characteristic structural features, on the other hand, are present in the promoter regions of all categories of promoters identified in prokaryotic transcriptomes. Significantly, these properties are not organism specific in nature. However, promoters associated with primary, internal, antisense and non-coding RNA category of transcripts show differences in the profiles of their structural properties. In particular, internal and antisense categories of promoters show distinctly different structural feature profiles as compared with the primary category of promoters. Since a single feature does not predict all promoters, transcriptome can be better annotated using a combinatorial approach. Annotation and analysis of promoters corresponding to the different transcripts present in the transcriptome can provide a better understanding of the complexity involved in gene regulation process. Finally, the promoter DNA structural features show good correlation with the level of expression of the associated gene. Hence by examining structural features associated with promoter regions, one can possibly estimate the level of gene expression.
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[^3]: Out of the total test dataset (promoters associated with the primary category of TSS), 1001 nucleotide long sequences with 30--65% GC content were considered. The sequences with promoter predictions falling in the 300 nucleotide region spanning −200 to +100 with respect to TSS at 0 were considered as TP while sequences with predictions falling in the coding region +200 to + 500 with respect to TSS were labelled as FP. Evaluation parameters precision (Prec.), BA and *F*-score were calculated using formulas explained in the 'Material and methods' section.
